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Dear Delegates, 
As chair of the Council of the European Union, I would like to welcome you to the Hofstra 

University Model United Nations Conference and take this opportunity to introduce myself and 
my committee. I am a senior at Hofstra University with majors in Political Science, Economics, 
and Public Policy with a concentration in migration policy, as well as a minor in European studies. 
I am currently finishing my undergraduate thesis on German and Austrian policy responses to 
Europe’s refugee crisis, examining the role played by the European Union as well as the many 
other factors that determine state policy. Last year I served as dais in Hofstra’s first African Union 
committee, and I am excited to chair another inaugural committee: the Council of the European 
Union.  

Outside of HUMUNC, I serve as the secretary of Hofstra’s Model UN Club on campus, 
and have represented Hofstra at the annual University of Pennsylvania Model United Nations Con-
ference. While my most extensive research has focused on migration in Europe, closer to home I 
have researched the political integration of immigrants on Long Island and in New York City. I 
am currently interning at a nonprofit immigration center, teaching English and citizenship classes 
for immigrants in Hempstead. 

As perhaps the most powerful supranational, intergovernmental institution in the world, 
the European Union considers a wide range of issues, but it only seems appropriate to open Hof-
stra’s inaugural European Union Committee with one of the most pressing issues facing the union. 
Not only has Europe’s refugee crisis produced a slew of European Union directives and policies, 
it has necessitated the re-evaluation of core European institutions and at times threatened to tear 
the union apart. Each delegation must carefully consider both their own country’s policy positions 
and the effects of these on the power and efficacy of the European Union. This issue brings to light 
the conflict between state sovereignty and the role of international organizations in confronting 
major issues, such as migration. Delegates should seek to build resolutions that balance the need 
for cooperation between EU members with states’ desires to preserve sovereignty and control their 
own policy. While the refugee crisis has revealed that long-standing EU policies must be updated 
to address the new realities of migration, the member states each have distinct opinions about how 
these new laws are formulated. 

While General Assembly–style committees traditionally debate two topics at HUMUNC, 
this committee has what I hope will be an exciting difference. After delegations submit resolutions 
to (hopefully) solve the EU’s refugee crisis, our committee will begin receiving periodic news 
briefs from the crisis committee addressing the civil war in Syria. Delegates will have to act 
quickly to address new challenges arising from the crisis in Syria, which may alter the population 
seeking refuge in Europe and change public opinion within the EU’s member states, putting polit-
ical pressure on governments to alter their positions and policies to address these new realities. 
Events ranging from terrorist attacks to a deal with Turkey to stem the flow of migrants into Europe 
have vastly changed the debate around refugees in Europe, so delegates should be ready to react 
to similar events which may arise in our committee. 

It is my hope that this link between the Council of the European Union and the crisis in 
Syria will give you the opportunity to experience the challenge of building consensus in an ever-
changing political environment. I look forward to meeting all of you and seeing how the debate 
unfolds. Best of luck! 

Your chair,  
Alex Hayes  
ahayes3@pride.hofstra.edu  
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Introduction to the committee 

The Council of the European Union (often referred to as simply the Council) provides a 

voice for the twenty-eight member states of the European Union (EU). While the European Par-

liament and Commission work to advance the interests of the union as a whole, the Council pro-

vides members with a forum to express their individual interests. As a result, states use their posi-

tion in the Council to preserve their own sovereignty, acting as a check on the independent deci-

sion-making power of the European Union. Alongside the European Parliament, the Council acts 

as the legislature of the European Union, forming the laws which direct the world’s most powerful 

supranational institution. Debate exists over whether the Council acts more as a supranational in-

stitution or an intergovernmental forum, but those who prefer the latter interpretation often com-

pare the Council to the United Nations (UN) General Assembly (GA). Because of this, our com-

mittee will follow the basic structure of a GA committee, but the increased power of the EU means 

that resolutions in this committee can have the immediate, binding effects more akin to those of 

the United Nations Security Council. 

It is worth noting that the Council of the European Union is often confused with two other 

institutions: the European Council and the Council of Europe. The European Council is an EU 

institution that functions similarly to the Council of the European Union. The key difference, how-

ever, is that while the Council of the EU brings together ministers from each member state to 

discuss specialized topics, the European Council brings together each member state's head of gov-

ernment (generally the prime minister or president) in an annual summit to discuss the overall 

direction of the union.1 The Council of Europe is a European intergovernmental organization con-

sisting of 47 states. It promotes democracy and human rights in Europe, but does not have the 
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supranational powers of the European Union.2 However, many of its symbols, like its flag, blue 

with twelve gold stars, and anthem, “Ode to Joy”, were adopted by the European Union.3 

The Council of the European Union 

At Council meetings, cabinet members (ministers or secretar-

ies) from each member state meet to discuss the topic at hand; each 

state sends the minister charged with the issue to be discussed.4 While 

the Council is a single institution, it meets in ten standard configura-

tions, each tasked with a different group of topics.5 For example, the 

Justice and Home Affairs Council brings together the ministers of jus-

tice and home affairs from each member state to coordinate action in 

five categories.6 “Guaranteeing fundamental rights” includes the pro-

tection of privacy and against discrimination. “Cooperation between judicial authorities” ensures 

that criminals cannot use the European Union’s border free zone to evade law enforcement. “Asy-

lum and immigration” works to standardize the regulations governing migrants and refugees in the 

EU, as well as directing Frontex, the agency that guards the union’s external border. The “EU 

security strategy” coordinates action to prevent terrorism, organized crime, cybercrime, radicali-

zation, and trafficking.7  “Issues related to the borderless Schengen Area,” discussed more thor-

oughly in its own section of this guide, brings together the twenty-two EU member states and four 

non-member states who have agreed to abolish border controls between their states.8 

Introduction to the topic 

In 2015, an unprecedented number of refugees began to reach Europe, fleeing conflicts in 

states like Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Eritrea, and Somalia.9 This influx came to be known as the 

refugee crisis or migrant crisis. While this would have been straightforward to address—albeit still 
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Environment	

Foreign	affairs	
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Jus5ce	and	home	affairs	

Transport,	telecommunica5ons	
and	energy	
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difficult—in decades past, the interaction of state interests and EU migration policy has signifi-

cantly complicated the situation. 

Refugees, asylum seekers, and migrants 

The United Nations’ 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and 1967 Protocol 

relating to the Status of Refugees sets the definition of a refugee under international law as  

any person who … owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of 
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opin-
ion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a 
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence, is unable 
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.10 

Every EU member state has signed both the Convention and the Protocol, so each has a duty to 

uphold the international law protections afforded to refugees.11 

Those coming to Europe can be split into three groups, refugees, asylum seekers, and eco-

nomic migrants. The first group, refugees, is the most straightforward. They are universally agreed 

upon as qualifying for the protections afforded by the UN’s Refugee Convention and Protocol. The 

second group, asylum seekers, is not as clear cut. These are people applying for the protections of 

international asylum law, but who have not yet been accepted as refugees. When asylum seekers 

reach Europe, countries must allow them to make the case that they need international protection, 

and provide them with asylum if they can prove they fit the criteria of the Refugee Convention.12 

But the European Union has taken steps to prevent asylum seekers from reaching Europe and 

asking for asylum—if they are unable to reach the EU territory, the EU has no responsibility to 

protect them.13 The third, economic migrants, face the worst prospects. While economic migrants 

claim that poverty has forced them out of their home countries, international law does not offer 

any recognition for those whose struggles are economic in nature. As a result, economic migrants 

who reach the EU are regularly returned to their home countries.14 
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Aspects of the problem 

The Schengen Agreement15 

 

Figure 1 

The Schengen Agreement began as a treaty between several European states, but in 1997 

it was incorporated into EU law as part of the Treaty of Amsterdam, a 1997 treaty which expanded 
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the powers of the European Union and deepened integration between member states.16 The agree-

ment abolishes border controls between member states, allowing for the free movement of people 

within the European Union.17   

However, not all member states participate in Schengen (see Error! Reference source not 

found.). As part of the negotiations for the Amsterdam Treaty, Denmark, Ireland, and the United 

Kingdom (UK) were given the opportunity to opt out of the system.18 Denmark chose to join 

Schengen, but does not take part in all initiatives to create “an area of freedom, security and justice 

without internal frontiers”; Denmark does not, for example, mandate judicial and police coopera-

tion with other member states.19 Ireland and the UK, on the other hand, never joined Schengen at 

all; these states still have border controls with the rest of the European Union.20 

Additionally, new member states are not immediately added to the Schengen Agreement, 

in order to give them time to bring their border infrastructure in line with the rest of the EU.21 

Currently, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, and Romania also do not participate in Schengen, and have 

border controls with the rest of the union, because they are still in the process of securing their 

borders.22 Cyprus, in particular, faces unique challenges because part of its claimed territory is 

controlled by the separatist Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.23 On the other hand, some non-

member states do participate in Schengen: Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland are 

official members of the Schengen Agreement.24 

The Dublin Convention25 

Because of the ease of traveling through the European Union, the Dublin Convention spec-

ifies the criteria for determining which member state will examine asylum claims from refugees 

who enter the EU.26 It lays out four criteria for determining which member will process an asylum 

claim. If a member state has granted asylum to an asylum seeker’s family member, that member 

Deleted:	Figure 1
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state must process their application. Otherwise, if the asylum seeker has permanent residency or a 

visa to a member state, subject to some exceptions, that state must process their application. Oth-

erwise, the first state the asylum seeker entered must process their application. If no state can be 

shown to fit the first three criteria, the first state in which the asylum seeker submits an application 

must process it. 

Most refugees fall into the Dublin Convention’s third class of asylum seekers, those who 

have not shown they have family with asylum claims, visas or permanent residence in any partic-

ular member state. As a result, their asylum claims must be processed by the first member state 

which they enter. This creates a clear problem: the states toward the exterior of the EU, those in 

Southern and Eastern Europe, must process the bulk of asylum applications. The UN’s Refugee 

Convention enshrines the principle of non-refoulement: a state cannot send away a bona fide ref-

ugee unless they present a security threat.27 This means the states on the EU’s periphery bear most 

of the costs of settling refugees, while the states in the interior can take in only the refugees they 

select.28 The eminently accessible Greece, Italy, Spain, Malta, and Cyprus bear most of the cost of 

Figure 2 
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Europe’s refugees, while the much wealthier countries of Northern Europe remain out of reach to 

most asylum seekers (see Figure 2). 

As a result of Dublin, the bulk of Europe’s refugees have applied for asylum in Greece and 

Italy, the states most accessible from the Middle East and Africa. However, many refugees seek 

to transfer to wealthier Northern European countries after their asylum claims are processed, and 

some purposefully attempt to apply for asylum in more generous countries.29 In response to the 

disparate impact of such a large migratory movement centered on Greece and Italy, the EU for the 

first time triggered Article 78(3) of the Treaty of Lisbon which grants the Council the ability to 

adopt “provisional measures” in “an emergency situation characterised by a sudden inflow of na-

tionals of third countries.”30 

The emergency relocation quota system31 

The emergency relocation “quota system” was put in place on May 27, 2015 to relocate 

40,000 refugees from Greece and Italy to other member states over two years, with the possibility 

of expanding the program to cover other states like Malta if they became similarly overwhelmed.32 

The program assigns resettlement quotas to each member state, based on each state’s population, 

total GDP, unemployment rate, and the number of refugees each state received from 2010 to 2014 

as a percentage of its population.33 To ensure the swift resettlement of migrants, the EU would pay 

€6,000* for each migrant relocated.34 

On September 9, 2015, the program was expanded and called for a further relocation of 

120,000 refugees from Greece, Italy, and Hungary, in addition to the 40,000 covered by the orig-

inal system.35 It also specified that only refugees with nationalities that had average acceptance 

                                                
* Approximately $7,000. 
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rates of 75% or higher would qualify to be relocated; when the package was put in place, Eritreans, 

Iraqis, and Syrians fit this criterion.36 The program continued to pay €6000 per refugee and added 

an additional €500* to assist in transporting migrants out of affected states.37 The plan required all 

member states to participate in the relocation scheme, except for Denmark, Ireland, and the United 

Kingdom, which have opt-outs; however, Ireland chose to participate in relocation.38 

                                                
* $600. 

Figure 3 
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The relocation process has been exceedingly slow, as reported by the UN’s High Commis-

sioner for Refugees (see Figure 3). By August 2017, only 28% of relocation targets for Greece and 

only 20% of those for Italy had been met. Ireland, Luxembourg, Latvia, and Lithuania were the 

only other members who had resettled more than 50% of their refugees, but these states had ex-

ceedingly low quotas: less than 1,000. The Czech Republic, Austria, Slovakia, Croatia, and Bul-

garia took in less than 10% of their quotas; Hungary and Poland took in absolutely none, especially 

striking considering Poland had the fourth-highest assigned quota of any member state. Only Malta 

exceeded its relocation target, although Finland came close, taking in 94% of its assigned mi-

grants.39 

The external border 

While the Dublin Convention was one outcome of the Schengen Agreement, the EU’s member 

states face another policy issue related to the border-free zone: what to do with the external border. 

Because states are generally prohibited from placing checks on travel from fellow Schengen mem-

bers, there is a risk that weak states on the external border could be used for illicit activity. If 

smugglers were to successfully enter one Schengen country, little could be done to stop them 

reaching any other. 

 In response to this issue, the EU has invested in securing the Schengen Area’s external 

border, a process sometimes described as creating a “Fortress Europe.”40 The union primarily 

achieves this goal through Frontex, the EU’s border and coast guard agency.41 Frontex works 

alongside individual member’s coast guards and border patrols to manage migration flows and 

ensure the security of the Schengen Area.42  

 However, Frontex has a strained relationship with asylum seekers entering Europe. On one 

hand, it is easy to find stories of Frontex and its allied coast guards and border patrols rescuing 
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migrants from shipwrecks and smugglers, bringing them to safety.43 But on the other hand, Frontex 

and its allied agencies, particularly the Italian Coast Guard, have been shown to engage in activities 

designed to intimidate asylum seekers and to prevent them from reaching the European mainland.44 

Because asylum seekers are only protected by international law after they arrive in a country, many 

have interpreted this as a way to avoid responsibility for refugees. Frontex and the Coast Guard 

maintain that this is an important way to prevent irregular immigration* to Europe, and that asylum 

seekers should not seek to enter the continent through illegal means. But regardless, these strate-

gies keep migrants in unseaworthy vessels in rough waters for much longer than planned, signifi-

cantly increasing the dangers they face while crossing the Mediterranean. 

Besides Frontex, Europol works to cut down on irregular migration by coordinating action 

within the member states. Europol guides and facilitates cooperation between member states’ po-

lice forces.45 Its European Migrant Smuggling Centre works to prevent irregular migration by 

breaking up smuggling networks operating within the union.46 

Smuggling 

As Frontex has made it more difficult to enter the European Union, both for asylum seekers and 

other irregular immigrants, demand has increased for smuggling into the union.47 This demand is 

even larger for migrants fleeing crisis in their countries of origin.48 In 2015, over 90% of the more 

than one million migrants who entered the EU used a smuggler, the vast majority of whom were 

linked to larger criminal networks.49 The transportation, documents, and shelter provided by smug-

glers often comes at a very high cost to migrants; in 2015, smuggling networks brought in €3–6 

billion,† and Europol estimates revenue for 2016 could be double or triple that figure.50 

                                                
* “Irregular” and “unauthorized” immigration are the terms most commonly used in the academic analysis of migration, while “undocumented” or 
“illegal” immigration are more commonly heard in politics. 
† $3.5–7 billion. 
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Smuggling also presents its own humanitarian issues, as there is a fluid boundary between 

smuggling and trafficking. Both smuggling and trafficking involve organizations moving people 

from one country to another without authorization: the difference is that smuggling is consensual 

and trafficking is not.51 However, this line can often be blurry in practice, particularly in large 

scale migratory movements like those associated with the refugee crisis. First, these mass move-

ments can provide cover for traffickers hoping to avoid detection or disguise their victims as asy-

lum seekers. Second, traffickers can present themselves as smugglers to refugees, only revealing 

the true nature of their exploitation after it is too late for victims.52 And third, even when smuggling 

relationships are presented honestly, migrants often have no choice but to pay smugglers’ exorbi-

tant fees through forced labor, a situation hardly different from trafficking.53 Frontex and Europol 

are tasked with preventing both unauthorized immigration and human trafficking, a difficult re-

sponsibility if the prevention of one can create more of the other. 

The Turkey deal 

On November 29, 2015, the EU and Turkey announced that they had come to a deal to 

stem the flow of refugees into Europe, referred to as the Joint Action Plan.54 By the time the deal 

was put in place, over 880,000 people had entered Europe through Turkey, about two-thirds of 

Europe’s asylum seekers for 2015.55 The EU has agreed to provide funding to the Turkish govern-

ment in exchange for Turkish efforts to reduce migration to Europe, and to readmit asylum seekers 

who the EU determines would be safe in Turkey.56 Economists have advocated for deals like this 

one because it is less expensive to provide asylum in less developed countries than in developed 

regions like Europe. 57 Because Turkey has a lower cost of living than most of the EU, it is more 

cost effective for the EU to pay Turkey to host refugees than to host them itself.58 However, as 

Turkey’s government has become increasingly authoritarian, criticism has mounted against the EU 
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for providing support to the regime. The EU has cut back on other sources of funding for Turkey 

as a result of the country’s “democratic deterioration,” but the Joint Action Plan remains as a 

source of financial support for the regime.59 

The EU has also made deals with Ethiopia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, and Libya, in-

tended to stem the flow of irregular migration to Europe.60 The deal with Libya, for example, gives 

the Libyan government resources to better control its own borders and crack down on smuggling 

groups.61 These deals face similar criticisms to the deal made with Turkey. First, some argue the 

union should not provide funding to antidemocratic regimes. Second, some question whether the 

EU can truly consider refugees to be safe in these countries, particularly when the EU sends asylum 

seekers back to Turkey as human rights in the country worsens and cases of refugee exploitation 

rise.62 And third, just as Frontex has been criticized for creating unnecessary danger for refugees, 

critics point out that these deals empower states with less regard for human rights to impede the 

flow of irregular migrants through whatever means they deem necessary.63 

Financial effects of refugees64 

Many European states have objected to housing refugees because of their perceived financial costs. 

Analyses from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) have found that refugee host states have 

had to significantly increase their public expenditure on asylum to manage the situation.65 Many 

state’s refugee expenditures have more than tripled.66 Additionally, many European citizens op-

pose the admission of refugees on financial grounds. While there is considerable variation between 
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countries, more Europeans believe refugees will 

hurt their countries economically than help them by 

reducing job prospects and increasing social wel-

fare expenditures (see Figure 4).67 

 In order to alleviate this financial strain, the 

European Union has worked to offer financial as-

sistance to states hosting refugees. The European 

Refugee Fund sets aside a portion of the EU budget 

to support states with a disproportionate number of 

asylum applications.68 These financial measures 

have increased with the refugee crisis. For example, 

the EU pledged to fund host states as part of its 

emergency relocation quotas.69 

 However, refugees are not all bad news economically. Germany’s central bank, for exam-

ple, has highlighted the economic benefits of refugee resettlement.70 Also, every EU member state 

has a fertility level below the replacement rate.71 This means that without immigration, their pop-

ulations would age and shrink, leaving a smaller working-age population and fewer people to con-

tribute to the economy. Worse, aging populations require more public expenditure for healthcare, 

social security, and other services. As the economy shrinks and public expenditure grows, states 

face mounting economic crises.72 But, with significant immigration, these problems can be miti-

gated or avoided altogether.73 The refugee crisis could provide this flow of needed immigration. 

Figure 4 
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Refugees and terrorism74 

While economics is one driver of opposition to refugee resettlement, an even larger number of 

Europeans oppose refugees because of fears about 

terrorism. According to a report from the Pew Re-

search Center, the majority of Europeans believe ref-

ugees will increase acts of terrorism within their countries (see Figure 5); these sentiments are even 

stronger among Europeans who express negative views of Muslims.75 While the majority of Eu-

ropeans do not believe that most Muslims support terrorist groups, the belief is still widespread 

that the minority that do pose a danger to society; and in some specific countries, particularly in 

Southern and Eastern Europe, large numbers believe that “most” or “many” Muslims support ter-

rorist groups (see Figure 6).76 

In reality, there is little evidence that migratory movements increase terror risks, as reported 

by the United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and 

fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism.77 In fact, anti-migrant policies may actually 

Figure 6 Figure 5 Deleted:	6

Deleted:	5
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help terrorist groups. Terrorists often have links to organized crime groups involved in human 

smuggling, operate more successfully in the chaos of irregular migration flows caused by a lack 

of avenues for authorized migration, and can capitalize on the vulnerability of refugees unable to 

enter potential host countries.78 

Adding to this problem, terrorist organizations like the Islamic State group (ISIS) have 

made specific efforts to drive up anti-refugee sentiments in host countries. For example, after the 

group led terrorist attacks in Paris in November 2015, attackers planted a fake Syrian passport at 

the scene to be found by authorities.79 Terrorists, particularly ISIS, want Western countries to adopt 

anti-refugee policies for several reasons. First are the previously discussed benefits from smug-

gling. Second, groups want to stop the outflow of refugees from conflict areas because it leaves 

them with a smaller base of victims from whom to exploit and recruit new members. Third, for 

ISIS in particular, the mass exodus of refugees weakens the group’s narrative that it is creating a 

functioning state in Iraq and Syria. And fourth, the terrorist group’s use anti-refugee rhetoric from 

Western politicians in propaganda to drive up anti-Western sentiment and increase recruitment.80 

Potential bloc positions 

Southern Europe 

The member states from Southern Europe are most accessible to migrants from the Middle 

East and North Africa. As a result, Greece, Italy, Spain, and Malta have been the point of entry for 

the bulk of Europe’s migrants. 

While France, Portugal, Croatia, Cyprus, and Bulgaria also either have Mediterranean 

coasts or are close to the Middle East and North Africa, they have not seen the same level of influx. 

In the cases of Cyprus and Bulgaria, this is largely because the states are yet to enter the Schengen 

Area, making them more difficult points for migrants to transit through. Additionally, Bulgaria is 
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not accessible by sea, meaning it is only an option for refugees who travel through Turkey by land. 

France, Portugal, and Croatia, are less often an arrival point because other states’ coastlines are 

closer to migrants’ countries of origin. However, it is possible that France, Portugal, Croatia, Cy-

prus, and Bulgaria could become more appealing initial destinations if new regulations made travel 

to the traditional points of entry—Greece, Italy, Spain, and Malta—more difficult. 

States with radical right-wing populist governments 

Hungary, led by Viktor Orbán of the Fidesz party, and Poland, led by Beata Szydło of the Law and 

Justice party, have governments that have been described as radical right-wing populist. These 

parties are primarily built around skepticism towards elites and nativism, or the belief that a state 

should be built around a group or “insiders” and that “outsiders” threaten the state.81 This belief 

system has created hostility towards both the European Union – composed of elites and outsiders—

and immigrants—perceived to be the most threatening form of outsiders. As such, Poland and 

Hungary have been the least willing member states to support EU migration policies, reflected in 

the fact that they have accepted no Syrian refugees. The Czech Republic, Austria, Slovakia, Cro-

atia, and Bulgaria have also taken in very few refugees, belying the fact that this ideology has 

influence within their governments as well, but Hungary and Poland stand alone in the intensity 

of their opposition. 

Non-Schengen states 

The UK and Ireland are not obligated to join the Schengen Area and have never joined.82 Addi-

tionally, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, and Romania are obligated to participate in Schengen, but have 

not yet met the criteria required to join the border-free area.83 Because these states are outside of 

the Schengen system, they have much more control over their borders than the other member 

states, and are less appealing destinations for refugees. As the crisis continues, the prospects of 
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any of these countries entering the agreement worsen. On one hand, entering the agreement would 

expose the countries to an influx of migrants, something most want to avoid. And on the other 

hand, the union has little incentive to expand the Schengen Area when it is already struggling to 

manage it. 

The unique case of the United Kingdom 

On June 23, 2016, the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union.84 On March 29, 2017, 

the UK’s permanent representative to the European Union delivered a letter to the president of the 

European Commission officially announcing the country’s intention to leave the European Un-

ion.85 Article 50 on the Treaty of European Union states that once this notice is officially given, a 

member state will exit the union after two years of negotiation.86 Therefore, the UK will no longer 

be a member of the European Union after March 29, 2019.87 This puts the UK in the unique posi-

tion of not only being unaffected by the Schengen Agreement, but also by any effects of EU leg-

islation that will take place after March 29, 2019. 

Guiding questions 

1. Is the European Union’s external border too porous? Do border enforcement measures create 

unnecessary dangers for migrants? How should external border policies be changed? 

2. Does the Dublin Agreement place an inordinate burden on certain states? Does the EU have 

the authority to redistribute migrants between states? How should asylum policy be changed? 

3. Should Schengen Area states have more control over their borders with other member states? 

Should they be able to implement temporary border controls, as they can now? 

4. Is every state doing its part to assist in the refugee crisis? Should every state be expected to 

take in refugees? Should states with the most refugees receive financial assistance, either from 

the union or from states with fewer refugees?  
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5. Is the cost of accepting refugees, both financial and political, worth it? Are there political and 

financial benefits to refugees? Should the EU attract or deter further migration? 

6. How should the EU respond to terrorist attacks? Is terrorism a result of the union’s refugees? 

Does hostility towards refugees keep Europe safe or does it create more animosity against 

Europe in vulnerable groups? 

7. Has the Turkey deal, and other smaller agreements, benefited the EU? Should the union expand 

these deals and create new ones with other countries? Has the evolving political situation in 

Turkey made further cooperation more difficult? 

8. Should the EU be more involved in the Syrian crisis? Should this involvement be diplomatic? 

Humanitarian? Military?* 

  

                                                
* For more information on Syria, the background guide for HUMUNC’s Contemporary Crisis, the Joint Forum to Resolve the Conflict in Syria, 
addresses the conflict in extensive detail. 
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